
WWho would be your Ideal person ho would be your Ideal person 
to collaborate with? to collaborate with? 

  
“My idol to Collab with would “My idol to Collab with would 
probably be Polo G, since he’s an probably be Polo G, since he’s an 
emerging music artist, and his music emerging music artist, and his music 
is of high quality, and I like the way is of high quality, and I like the way 
he writes about his personal life and he writes about his personal life and 
doesn’t chat bs.” doesn’t chat bs.” 
  
Why did you want to become a Why did you want to become a 
rapper? rapper? 
  
“I do it because “I do it because 
I want to keep I want to keep 
the world the world 
entertained, entertained, 
and mixing it and mixing it 
with music, with music, 
which is which is 
something something 
I enjoy, was I enjoy, was 
the ideal the ideal 
combination.” It combination.” It 
wasn’t simple; wasn’t simple; 
it required years of work, but I’m here it required years of work, but I’m here 
to illustrate that anyone can achieve to illustrate that anyone can achieve 
the same results if they put in the time the same results if they put in the time 
and effort.” and effort.” 
  
How would you describe the music How would you describe the music 
you create? you create? 
  

“I consider myself to be honest and “I consider myself to be honest and 
realistic, which is why I enjoy Polo realistic, which is why I enjoy Polo 
G. I’m different from other rappers G. I’m different from other rappers 
in that I speak exactly what I f***ing in that I speak exactly what I f***ing 
do. Many of them make it up because do. Many of them make it up because 
they think it’s cool.” they think it’s cool.” 
  
How much have you grown as an How much have you grown as an 
artist? artist? 
  
“I’ve obviously matured; I used to “I’ve obviously matured; I used to 
rap in the studio for pleasure, but rap in the studio for pleasure, but 
now it’s my full-time profession.” I now it’s my full-time profession.” I 

take it much more take it much more 
seriously because seriously because 
if my songs flop, it if my songs flop, it 
would demotivate would demotivate 
me and have an me and have an 
impact on my impact on my 
entire life.” entire life.” 
  
What is the one What is the one 
message you message you 
would give to your would give to your 
fans? fans? 

  
“As I previously stated, if I can “As I previously stated, if I can 
accomplish it, you most certainly accomplish it, you most certainly 
can.” I had to grow up in a harsh and can.” I had to grow up in a harsh and 
dangerous environment, and I didn’t dangerous environment, and I didn’t 
have much money. All you have to do have much money. All you have to do 
is put forth the time and effort, and is put forth the time and effort, and 
you will succeed. That’s a guarantee.”you will succeed. That’s a guarantee.”    

J-Salmo’s Steps J-Salmo’s Steps 
to Successto Success


